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Abstract

Macular pigment (MP) distribution profiles were measured for 18 subjects using a Moreland anomaloscope modified for motion

photometry. The total amount of MP within the central 7� was estimated from the distribution profile by numerical integration.

Fundus autofluorescence images were obtained for eight of these subjects using a scanning laser ophthalmoscope. Peak optical

density of MP increased with the total amount present, but the correlation was weakened by inter-subject differences in MP dis-

tribution. The mean MP distribution derived from mean grey-scale profiles of fundus autofluorescence images correlated closely

with that obtained psychophysically (r ¼ 0:96). Autofluorescence imaging provides a fast non-invasive method for assessing MP

in vivo.

� 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Macular pigment (MP) is a yellow carotenoid pig-

ment found in both the inner and outer layers of the

retina (Snodderly, Auran, & Delori, 1984; Snodderly,

Brown, Delori, & Auran, 1984; Sommerburg et al.,

1999) and is composed of two xanthophylls, lutein and

zeaxanthin (Bone, Landrum, & Tarsis, 1985) that are
derived from the diet (Sommerburg, Keunen, Bird, &

van Kuijk, 1998). The role of MP is not fully under-

stood. It may serve to reduce the effects of chromatic

aberration and light scatter on visual performance

(Nussbaum, Pruett, & Delori, 1981) although recent

evidence suggests a minimal effect on retinal image

quality (McLellan, Marcos, Prieto, & Burns, 2002).

Importantly, it may have a protective role in screening
photoreceptors from radiation damage by absorbing the
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short wavelength high-energy photons (Snodderly,

1995) and by quenching reactive oxygen species, which

are generated by light-activated photoreceptors (Beatty,

Koh, Phil, Henson, & Boulton, 2000a, 2000b; Nuss-

baum et al., 1981). A protective role is consistent with

findings that the pigmented area is less susceptible to

short wavelength radiation damage than more eccentric

areas (Ham, Ruffolo, Mueller, Clarke, & Moon, 1978;
Lawwill, Crockett, & Currier, 1977; Weiter, Delori, &

Dorey, 1988). There is also evidence that low levels of

MP may be related to a higher risk of developing age-

related macular degeneration (Beatty, Boulton, Henson,

Koh, & Murray, 1999; Beatty et al., 2001; Bone et al.,

2001; Landrum et al. 1997a, Landrum, Bone, & Kil-

burn, 1997b) and increasing attention has focused on

the possibility of increasing MP levels through diet or
dietary supplements (Berendschot et al., 2000; Bone,

Landrum, Dixon, Chen, & Llerena, 2000; Ciulla et al.,

2001a).

In many studies, in-vivo assessment of MP has relied

on psychophysical techniques based on heterochromatic
served.
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flicker photometry (HFP) or motion photometry. Many

have concentrated on the measurement of peak central

absorbance (Beatty et al., 2000a, 2000b; Hammond,

Fuld, & Snodderly, 1996; Landrum et al., 1997a, 1997b;

Pease, Adams, & Nuccio, 1987) rather than MP spatial

distribution, which may also vary between subjects

(Hammond et al. 1997a, Hammond, Wooten, & Snod-

derly, 1997b; Moreland & Bhatt, 1984; Moreland,
Robson, Soto-Leon, & Kulikowski, 1998; Vienot, 1983).

MP measurements based on fundus imaging techniques

allow assessment of larger retinal areas (Abadi & Cox,

1992; Kilbride, Alexander, Fishman, & Fishman, 1989)

and offer additional advantages in terms of speed, pa-

tient comfort and convenience.

The main object of this study was to assess inter-

subject differences in macular pigmentation in terms of
peak density, extent of lateral distribution and total

amount and to test the accuracy and validity of an

imaging technique based on autofluorescence by refer-

ence to the established technique of motion photometry.
2. Methods

Macular pigment spatial distribution profiles were
obtained in a series of healthy subjects using the psy-

chophysical minimum motion paradigm (Moreland,

1982, 1983; Moreland, Robson, & Kulikowski, 2001;

Moreland et al., 1998). Fundus autofluorescence images

(Lois, Halfyard, Bird, & Fitzke, 2000; von R€uuckmann,
1995, 1999) were obtained for a subset of those subjects

and MP profiles derived from those images were com-

pared with those obtained psychophysically.

2.1. Psychophysical measurement of macular pigmenta-

tion using motion photometry

A modified Moreland anomaloscope (Moreland,

1980; Moreland & Kerr, 1979; Moreland & Young,

1974) was used in which a square wave grating (spatial

frequency 0.38 c/deg) was moved at constant horizontal

velocity (frequency � 14 Hz, 37 deg/s). The grating was

generated through the use of a spiral mirror mounted

within the photometer head of the instrument (More-

land, 1980; Moreland & Todd, 1987). Alternate bars of
the grating were illuminated using narrow-band inter-

ference filters (three-cavity, nominal half-height band-

width 10 nm) with center wavelengths at 460 nm

(maximum MP absorption) and 580 nm (zero MP ab-

sorption). Luminance matched filters (450 nm) were

added to both elements to saturate S-cones. Stops were

used to define a central circular field (diameter 0.8�) and
11 eccentric annular fields (range: 0.8�–7.4� eccentricity).
The circular stimulus was fixated foveally and the an-

nular stimuli were located parafoveally in the upper vi-

sual field while fixating centrally on a small dim red light.
Using the minimum motion paradigm, the radiance

of the 580 nm stimulus was adjusted to minimize the

perceived motion. Observations by 18 subjects with

normal colour vision (screened with the Farnsworth-

Munsell 100-Hue test) were made five times for each eye

and for each field in single sessions of about 1 h. Rela-

tive absorbance for each eye was computed from log

(Rref=R), where Rref is the mean radiance setting for the
three most eccentric locations (5.5�, 6.6� and 7.4�) and R
is the radiance setting at any location. Averaging across

three eccentric locations reduces possible errors associ-

ated with the use of eccentric stimuli (see below) and

provides a working reference for each eye session. The

580 nm radiance calibration was established using a

LMT (Lichtmesstecknik Luminance meter L1000) pho-

tometer.
The total amount of MP (total MP within a three-

dimensional MP profile) was estimated by integrating

the two-dimensional spatial distribution profiles ob-

tained for each subject and by assuming radial symme-

try (this is supported by the preliminary imaging studies

below). Apart from two subjects the profiles used were

means for the left and right eyes and, where available,

for multiple sessions (see Fig. 1). Since the angular
sampling was coarse, interpolated values at 0.02� inter-
vals were obtained from a mathematical function (a

best-fit logistic, first or second order exponential or

fourth order polynomial, as appropriate for each sub-

ject) to facilitate numerical integration. The value of this

function at the most eccentric location was used to re-

define zero MP absorbance (see below).

2.2. Fundus autofluorescence with a scanning laser oph-

thalmoscope

Autofluorescence (AF) images were obtained using a

Zeiss prototype (SM 30-4024) confocal scanning laser
ophthalmoscope (cSLO). This illuminated the fundus

with argon laser radiation (488 nm, 250 lW). The in-

duced AF was viewed through a long-pass filter with a

short-wavelength cut-off (50% transmission at 521 nm,

1� 10�5 transmission at 495 nm, Coherent–Ealing Eu-

rope Ltd., Schott filter 0G515). The primary fluoro-

phore at the excitation wavelength is believed to be

lipofuscin at the level of the RPE (Delori et al., 1995;
Eldred & Katz, 1988). The cSLO images were recorded

at standard video scanning rates and digitized at

256� 256 resolution. Thirty-two individual images of

each fundus were digitized at 6 frames/s and averaged

to reduce noise. Anatomical landmarks such as retinal

blood vessels were used as reference points for accurate

alignment before averaging (von R€uuckmann, 1995,

1999).
The topographic distribution of AF across the retina

was measured using a grey-scale index of intensity (0–

255 units), along the vertical and horizontal meridians,



Fig. 1. MP spatial profiles obtained using motion photometry for a circular field (radius 0.4�) and for eccentric annular segments presented in the
superior visual field. Data obtained for the central circular field are plotted at 0.3� eccentricity to account for visual integration (see Section 4). Points
are means for two eyes except for H and K and multiple sessions for A (5), B (3), C (2), E (4) and H (2). Curves are best-fit functions; logistic, first or

second order exponential or fourth order polynomial. Zeros are set by the function value at 7.4�. Error bars represent 2�mean sessional sem,

computed from (R½sem�2=nÞ0:5 where n is the number of eye-sessions (e.g. n ¼ 3 for subject H). In most cases doubled error bars are smaller than

symbols. Subjects D, E, J, M, O and Q were female, the others were male.
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intersecting the foveal pixel. The grey-scale intensity was

calculated as the mean value for a 20� 20 (1�) pixel box.
This area was chosen for comparison with the similar

central area tested psychophysically and was centered on

retinal locations between 0� and 9.0� eccentricity. Along
the inferior vertical axis these retinal locations included

areas assessed psychophysically.
Calibration of the grey scale was provided over more

than 2 log units using a fluorescence standard (Avalon

Technologies SFS-225) excited and recorded through

the cut-off filter by the cSLO and simultaneously mea-

sured by a UDT (Universal Detector Technology) ra-

diometer by reflecting a fraction from a glass cover slip.

The relation between the grey scale and radiometer

readings could accurately be described by a modified
logistic function.

Relative optical density was calculated as log (R7=R),
where R7 is the radiance equivalent of the mean grey-

scale value at 7� and R is the radiance equivalent value at
any eccentricity. R7 was calculated from the mean of

1016 pixels, arranged in a 1 pixel-wide 7� circle centered
on the fovea. This reduces the effect of artifacts due to

retinal blood vessels, which encroached on the pig-
mented area of the macula in some subjects (see below).

Optical density values may therefore be negative if the

grey-scale value at any eccentricity is greater than the

mean value at 7� eccentricity. Optical density values

were multiplied by 1.28 in order to compensate for the

difference between MP absorbance at 488 and 460 nm

(Stockman, Sharpe, & Fach, 1999). Angular scaling of
AF profiles was determined for each subject by counting

the number of individual pixels between the optic disc

center and the fovea and converting to 15�.
3. Results

3.1. Spatial profiles of macular pigment obtained using

motion photometry

Fig. 1 shows MP profiles obtained using motion
photometry from 18 subjects aged between 24 and 65

years. No subject had retinal eye disease and all subjects

had normal color-discrimination (100-hue). In this fig-

ure, the provisional working zero (set using Rref , the
mean radiance setting for the three most eccentric lo-

cations) is reset more precisely by using the best-fit

function value at 7.4�.
Pigment absorbance (optical density) in the central

0.4� varied between approximately 0.2 and 0.8 (subjects
O and A); these values are plotted at 0.3� eccentricity to
account for the effects of visual integration across the

0.4�––radius central field (see Section 4). Significant

variation in distribution is also seen; relative absorbance

dropped to zero at values between approximately 2� and
7� eccentricity. Distribution profiles varied from bell-

shaped with domed peaks (subjects A, D and M) to
trumpet shaped with sharp cusped peaks (subjects B, F,

L and Q). Some profiles showed signs of a parafo-

veal shoulder (subjects C and H). In most individuals,
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inter-ocular differences were small: point-by-point

comparison of MP distribution between eyes reveals a

high degree of inter-ocular symmetry (r2 ¼ 0:91). This is
consistent with biochemical measurements of MP

(Handelman, Dratz, Reay, & van Kuijk, 1988). How-

ever, peak relative absorbance and the lateral extent of

pigmentation were poorly correlated (Fig. 2).

Peak relative absorbance is more strongly related to
total MP but a linear correlation accounts for only 23%

of the variance (Fig. 3). This variability results from

inter-subject differences in MP distribution, e.g. subjects

H and Q, (Fig. 1) who have similar peak values of MP

optical density (0.51 and 0.45) but dissimilar distribution
peak rel. absorbance 

Fig. 2. Peak relative absorbance and the lateral limit of MP. Values

are taken from Fig. 1 and the lateral extent of MP is measured ac-

cording to the eccentricity at which relative absorbance of pigment is

reduced to a relative optical density value of 0.01 (open circles,

r ¼ 0:12) or 0.06 (filled triangles, r ¼ 0:36).

Fig. 3. Estimated total integrated MP as a function of peak relative

absorbance. Peak absorbance is relative to 7.4�. A linear regression

accounts for only 23% of the variance.
profiles resulting in a more than fourfold difference in

total MP. Consequently, the total MP complement

cannot be reliably predicted only from peak absorbance

in individual subjects (Fig. 3), indeed such a prediction

may lead to underestimation of total MP by ignoring

lateral distribution (see below).
3.2. The effects of lateral distribution of macular pigment

on peak absorbance measurements

MP profiles in Fig. 1 are calculated relative to the

best-fit function value at 7.4� eccentricity. The aim in
this part of the study was to simulate the effects of using

less eccentric reference locations in order to examine

potential errors in peak absorbance measurements

caused by broad MP distributions. The variability evi-

dent in Fig. 3 is due to inter-subject differences in the

shape of the MP profile and this is exacerbated by the

use of less eccentric reference locations. The correlation

between peak absorbance (relative to an eccentric ref-
erence) and total MP (within the central 7.4�) decreases
as the eccentricity of the reference location is reduced.

For example, the coefficient of determination (r2) falls to
0.12 and 0.06 respectively for reference locations at 4�
and 2� eccentricity.
Fig. 4 illustrates how reducing the eccentricity of the

reference location to 2� or 4� leads to underestimation of
peak optical density in some subjects (by up to 80% and
27% respectively). The reduction in computed peak ab-

sorbance is greatest for subjects with low levels of pig-

mentation, since laterally distributed MP constitutes a

proportionately greater fraction of their MP comple-

ment.

MP may extend beyond 7�, as suggested by system-

atic trends in some profiles (most notably subjects B, C,

F, G, H, K, L and P, Fig. 1). However, the psycho-
Fig. 4. Loss in apparent absorbance when using reference locations 2�
(filled circles) or 4� (open circles) instead of 7.4�.
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physical determination of MP beyond 7� eccentricity is
complicated by the limiting characteristics of peripheral

vision e.g. Troxler�s fading and possible rod intrusion

(Moreland & Bhatt, 1984). The assessment of MP be-

yond 7� requires a different technique (see below).

3.3. Assessment of macular pigment using fundus auto-

fluorescence

Eight of the subjects tested using motion photometry

were selected for fundus autofluorescence imaging (Fig.

1, subjects A–H). Fig. 5 shows autofluorescence images

from one eye of these subjects. Since MP reduces the

intensity of the 488 nm laser exciting radiation, fluo-

rescence from regions of the retina with MP is reduced

and these areas appear dark in the image. Areas of low
MP density surround the fovea and inter-subject differ-

ences in the lateral extent of low MP density areas are

evident (Fig. 5, first and third columns).

Relative optical density values of AF images were

derived from a 20� 20 pixel box, at inferior retinal

meridional locations corresponding with the upper vi-

sual field eccentricities used in the psychophysical de-
Fig. 5. Autofluorescence images (first and third columns) of subjects A–H

grey-scale values (second and fourth columns). Open circles: superior (S)–inf

Superior and nasal eccentricities are negative. Arrows mark images and profi

Optical density values are negative when the grey-scale value exceeds that o
termination of MP distribution (Fig. 1) plus 8� and 9�
eccentricity. Similar derivations were made along the

superior meridian (approaching the edge of some AF

images) and along the temporal and nasal meridians.

Fig. 5 (second and fourth columns) shows the resulting

spatial distribution profiles. Localized peaks in intensity,

along the arms of the distribution curves, are present in

most subjects, especially along the vertical meridians,
that intersect the vascular arcades. In subject B there are

prominent local peaks along both the superior and in-

ferior profiles at 5.4� and 4.4� eccentricity respectively,
which clearly correspond with retinal blood vessels vis-

ible in the AF image. Similar prominent peaks exist

along the superior meridian of subject D (at 5.4� ec-
centricity) and along the superior and nasal profiles of

subjects G and H. In subject C, one blood vessel is
orientated vertically along the inferior meridian pro-

ducing a plateau in the corresponding spatial profile at

between 5.4� and 7.4�. If these artifacts are eliminated,
there is a high degree of radial symmetry between the

four meridians, as summarized in Fig. 6. If the foveal

points (common to all meridians) are excluded, asym-

metry is within �8% as estimated by the slopes of the
and corresponding relative optical density profiles derived from mean

erior (I) meridian. Filled circles: nasal (N) and temporal (T) meridian.

les where prominent blood vessels encroach on the 20� 20-pixel areas.

f the reference (see Section 2).



Fig. 6. Comparison of superior, inferior, nasal and temporal meridional absorbances with the meridional mean for AF images from eight subjects.

Small open circles––superior, filled circles––inferior, crosses––temporal, triangles––nasal. Large open circles––fovea. Line-unit slope. Excluding

foveal data, the slopes of the linear regressions are: 1.06 (superior), 0.92 (inferior), 1.08 (nasal) and 0.95 (temporal).

Fig. 7. Comparison of mean relative optical density of MP obtained

by motion photometry and fundus autofluorescence at similar retinal

locations. Filled circles––mean optical density values (eight subjects) at

retinal locations between 0� and 7.4� eccentricity (labels are eccen-

tricities in degrees). Filled circles are best fitted by a second order

polynomial (solid line). Open circles––3 near-foveal points corrected

by the difference between the linear and polynomial fits. Broken line––

linear regression parafovea. The difference in shape between the central

and extrafoveal regressions supports the observation that, for equal

stimulation, there is less fluorescence foveally than elsewhere.
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linear regressions of the individual meridians against the

meridional mean. However, the slightly skewed profiles

along the nasal–temporal meridian (subjects A, B and F)

and along the superior–inferior meridian (subjects A, B,

C, E, F and G) suggest the presence of an illumination

gradient. Obtaining uniform illumination requires skill
on the part of the cSLO operator, whose judgment is

necessarily subjective. If this interpretation is correct

and illumination gradients could be eliminated then

retinal asymmetry would be considerably less than the

aforementioned �8%.
The lateral extent of the low-density region lies within

the central 7.4� in most subjects and along most me-

ridians. In some cases, the presence of retinal blood
vessels distort the spatial distribution profiles at the

most eccentric retinal locations and impede the assess-

ment of lateral extent. However, the low density area

appears to extend beyond 7.4� in some cases: e.g., the

superior meridians of subjects A, B, D, E, F, G and H;

the temporal meridians of subjects A, E, and F and the

inferior meridians of subjects F and H.

Superficially, there appears to be linear correlation
between mean relative optical density derived from

fundus autofluorescence and from motion photometry

for the 12 retinal locations compared (Fig. 7). However,

close examination reveals small eccentricity-dependent

differences between the two sets of measurements. Lin-
ear regression provides a best-fit for eccentricities
greater or equal to 1.8�. All data (including values at

1.2�, 0.8� and 0� eccentricity) are best fit by a second-



Fig. 8. Individual results (8 eyes� 12 retinal locations). Linear re-

gression of motion photometry on autofluorescence. Slope¼ 1.7,

r ¼ 0:96.
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order polynomial. The difference between linear and

polynomial fits increases towards the fovea and can be

interpreted in terms of a lower autofluorescence efficiency

of the near foveal RPE. This small difference can be used
as an eccentricity-dependent correction (Fig. 7, r ¼ 0:99).
When applied to the eight subjects individually the

correlation plot is linearised and provides a method of

calibrating the AF technique (Fig. 8, r ¼ 0:96). This
analysis indicates that the corrected AF optical density

values should be multiplied by about 1.7 in order to

predict pyschophysically-derived absorbances.
4. Discussion

Increasing interest in the relationship between MP

and the pathogenesis of age related macular degenera-
tion (e.g. Beatty et al., 1999) has led to numerous studies

employing various psychophysical techniques to assess

MP. Many of these methods use HFP and compare

central sensitivity with that at a single more eccentric

retinal location (Beatty et al., 2000a, 2000b; Ciulla et al.,

2001a, 2001b; Hammond et al., 1996; Landrum et al.,

1997a, 1997b; Pease et al., 1987; Wooten, Hammond,

Land, & Snodderly, 1999). Although inter-subject vari-
ation in MP distribution has been recognized (Chen,

Chang, & Wu, 2001; Hammond et al., 1997a, 1997b;

Moreland & Bhatt, 1984; Moreland et al., 1998; Vienot,

1983) it is surprising that so many studies have ignored

the possible effects of variable distribution in MP

quantification.

The current study confirms the high degree of inter-

subject variability both in terms of peak MP and dis-
tribution, and shows that the lateral extent, shape of

distribution and total complement of MP cannot always

be predicted from the peak absorbance values (Figs. 1–

4). Estimates of the total complement of MP (as used in

Fig. 3) are based on motion photometry measurements

along a single meridian and computations assume that

MP has a symmetrical distribution. A high degree of

radial symmetry is confirmed by autofluorescence
imaging (Figs. 5 and 6) validating such computations.

The current study utilises the technique of motion

photometry, based on the phenomenon of motion

nulling observed in the absence of luminance contrast

(e.g. Cavanagh, Tyler, & Favreau, 1984; Lindsey &

Teller, 1990; Ramachandran & Gregory, 1978; Stumpf,

1911). This technique yields measures of spectral sensi-

tivity that are comparable with those obtained using
HFP (Anstis & Cavanagh, 1983; Livingstone & Hubel,

1987; Moreland et al., 2001) and offers advantages in

terms of ease of use and accuracy: direct comparison

between minimum-flicker and minimum motion mat-

ches made by na€ııve subjects indicate that errors for

motion matches are half those for flicker (Moreland,

1982; Moreland & Todd, 1987).

An important caveat in psychophysical studies is to
choose a reference location that lies beyond the lateral

extent of significant MP. Several recent psychophysical

studies have used a reference location at 4� eccentricity
(Ciulla et al., 2001a, 2001b; Hammond, Ciulla, &

Snodderly, 2002; Wooten et al., 1999). It is clear from

the current study that 4� or less will result in significant
underestimation of peak MP in subjects with a broad

MP distribution, particularly if pigmentation levels are
low (Fig. 4). Since subjects with low levels of MP may be

the most vulnerable to phototoxic light damage, the

need for accurate MP quantification is crucial in such

cases. It is evident that low levels of MP may extend

beyond areas amenable to psychophysical measurement

(Fig. 5). Fundus autofluorescence obviates this problem

providing that intersubject differences in the reduction

of AF across the macula is predominantly due to the
effects of MP (Delori, Goger, Hammond, Snodderly, &

Burns, 2001; see also Fig. 7) and the effects of the retinal

vasculature are considered.

The motion photometry technique employed in this

study minimizes contributions from S-cones and rods by

using moderately high velocity motion (�14 Hz) and

simultaneous 450 nm adaptation. Possible differences in

L and M-cone distribution across the retina and the
effects of photopigment optical density (Sharpe, Stock-

man, Knau, & Jagle, 1998; Vienot, 2001) are ignored.

However, these effects are small. The effects of age-

related lens yellowing (Pokorny, Smith, & Lutze, 1987;

Ruddock, 1965, 1972; Said & Weale, 1959) on MP es-

timates have been modeled (Moreland et al., 2001).

These effects are negligibly small since, with the use of

narrow band stimuli, both central and para-central
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measurements are affected nearly equally, even in ex-

treme cases (Ciulla, Hammond, Yung, & Pratt, 2001b).

Psychophysical techniques may underestimate peak

values of MP if the photometric match for a central

circular field is made at the edge of the stimulus

(Hammond et al., 1997a, 1997b; Werner, Donnelly, &

Kliegl, 1987) or if psychophysical performance is influ-

enced by visual integration across the whole of the
stimulus field. The latter may occur in color matching

studies and results in matches equivalent to those made

for an annulus at 70–80% of the central circular field

radius (Moreland & Alexander, 1997). The current

comparative study addresses this potential pitfall by

calculating optical density in AF images from mean grey

values over a 20� 20-pixel area (a 1� square) that ap-
proximately corresponds with the retinal area assessed
psychophysically. Peak values in Fig. 1, obtained using a

circular field (radius 0.4�), are therefore plotted at 0.3�
eccentricity. Both the motion photometry fields and the

AF sampling box attenuate localized foveal peaks in MP

density, as revealed by preliminary assessments based on

single pixel profiles across the macula (data not shown).

The use of mean pixel values also reduces the possible

confounding influence of MP granularity.
The present AF technique could over-estimate the

total amount and/or the lateral extent of MP if the areas

of low density represent additional absorbance by mel-

anin at the level of the RPE or absorption by retinal

hemoglobin. The difference in shape between the central

and extrafoveal regressions (Fig. 7) also suggests that,

for equal stimulation, there is less fluorescence foveally

than elsewhere, in accord with preliminary in-vitro
studies which compare AF before and after removal of

the neurosensory retina (Losch, Jorzik, & Holz, 2001).

The effects of these confounding variables have been

assessed in studies utilizing longer wavelengths that are

not absorbed by MP (Delori et al., 2001). Preliminary

analysis of in-vivo images obtained using longer wave-

length light confirms the prevalent effect of MP at

shorter wavelengths (Delori, in preparation). Also, the
AF measurements may be influenced by absorption at

wavelengths longer than the cut-off of the SLO barrier

filter. However, the close correlation between MP ob-

tained from motion photometry and from AF suggests

that the low density areas routinely observed in AF

images are predominantly a consequence of MP, mildly

accentuated in central areas by reduced autofluorescence

efficiency (Fig. 7).
Even after correction for eccentricity dependent

variation in autofluorescence (Figs. 7 and 8) autofluo-

rescence assessment of MP requires the introduction of a

coefficient to correct for underestimation of about 40%

compared with psychophysical measurements (Fig. 8).

The relationship described by Fig. 8 (r ¼ 0:96,
slope¼ 1.7) is comparable with the findings of Delori

et al. (2001) that showed a lower correlation (r ¼ 0:77,
slope¼ 1.7) presumably resulting from methodological

differences e.g., in the latter study, the imaging and

minimum flicker techniques compute optical density

relative to that at 7� and 5.5� eccentricity respectively,
ignoring possible inter-subject differences in MP levels

between these retinal locations (evident in the current

study, Figs. 1 and 5).

The current study employs an SLO that images a 40�
field. This allows accurate superimposition of individual

images according to the retinal vasculature and ensures

that the whole of the macula (and MP) is available for

analysis. Other physical methods of assessing MP in-

clude fundus reflectance of the central 1.5� (Berendschot
et al., 2000) or 2� (Wustemeyer, Jahn, Nestler, Barth, &

Wolf, 2002), Raman spectroscopy of the central 3�
(Bernstein, Yoshida, Katz, McClane, & Gellermann,
1998; Gellermann et al., 2002) and fundus autofluores-

cence within a 2� field (Delori et al., 2001). All of these
methods may underestimate the total complement of

MP (see Fig. 3) since the lateral distribution of MP has

been assumed by the authors to be less significant or

predictable from the peak value.

Spatial distribution is an important variable when

estimating macular pigmentation since there are con-
siderable differences in its lateral extent (Figs. 1, 2 and

5). Therefore, the total amount cannot always be in-

ferred from the central peak concentration. This may

have broad implications when patients vulnerable to

ARMD are screened or when epidemiological studies on

the role of MP in ARMD are conducted based on

psychophysical methods employing measurement of

peak MP. There is evidence that the parafoveal area is
most vulnerable to phototoxic light damage (Ham et al.,

1978; Lawwill et al., 1977; Weiter et al., 1988) and sus-

ceptibility may therefore be influenced by levels of MP

at both the fovea and parafoveal locations. Current in-

terest in dietary modification of MP (Berendschot et al.,

2000; Bone et al., 2000, 2001; Ciulla et al., 2001a, 2001b;

Curran-Celentano et al., 2001; Hammond et al., 1997a,

1997b) has often relied on monitoring peak MP levels,
ignoring lateral distribution which may be an important

factor, particularly in view of the different distribution

profiles of zeaxanthin and lutein in man and macaque

(Bone, Landrum, Fernandez, & Tarsis, 1988; Snodderly,

Handelman, & Adler, 1991). Other studies, aimed at

monitoring the effects of lutein supplementation on MP,

while demonstrating the reliability of cSLO images

compared with fundus reflectance and HFP, have also
ignored the lateral distribution of MP (Berendschot

et al., 2000).

Until the role of MP in the etiology of ARMD is

understood it would seem prudent to assess pigmenta-

tion in terms of peak density, total MP and distribution

for both epidemiological and screening purposes. The

current data suggest that fundus autofluorescence pro-

vides an effective and accurate means of estimating the
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distribution and therefore the total MP complement as

well as the peak optical density, variables that cannot

always be quantified psychophysically. In our experience

the cSLO imaging methods are considerably faster and

less demanding on the patient than psychophysical

methods. These advantages may reduce variability in

epidemiological studies and are likely to improve reli-

ability in screening for susceptibility to ARMD.
5. Conclusions

This comparative study shows that MP distribution

profiles vary between subjects. Accurate psychophysical

assessment of MP requires the use of an eccentric ref-

erence location beyond that of significant lateral MP.
Fundus autofluorescence provides a fast, non-invasive

method of accurately assessing the density, distribution

and total complement of MP in healthy subjects.
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